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ARTICLE INFO  ABSTRACT 
 
 

The Optical Character Recognition (OCR), together with another inspection techniques, is the 
mostly method utilized in the PCB industry. This work have as objective to identify text 
characters in five main PCBs template samples. Further, through a “Guide User Interface” (GUI) 
developed in MATLAB software, estimate the parameters as the quantity of detected texts, plot 
the graphic with the mean time average, and classifying the text character detected. Results 
showing the efficacy detection capacity of the OCR algorithm also are described in this work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Printed circuit boards are the main support for all the 
electronic products utilized in the various industrial brenches 
[Anitha, 2019]. AOI systems in the present involving 
technology are responsible to the identification of various 
types of defects, they are the solution for the automated 
inspection, and however, its expansive hence industries with 
small production scale can not to invest in this kind of 
machinery [Moganti, 1996]. Taking into account those 
parameters, certainly an analysis in function of quantity of 
detected texts, mean time average for the PCBs samples 
reading, and classifying the text character detected in the bare 
PCBs, was proposed in this work. Hence, defects founded in a 
bare board, using the OCR technique for the detection and 
classification about the type of text founded, and, furthermore, 
a novel approach appoints the mean average of the time spent 
to detect those characteristics. Therefore, we can say that with 
this concept in mind, once that OCR technique for detection 
text characters in bare PCBs is completed, the results appoints 
satisfactory identification of texts capacity for this novel 
algorithm developed in MATLAB, within a detection precision 
average about 90% better than the previous algorithms 
proposed in the works [Stephan, 2015; We, 2018]. 
 

 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Definition of Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC) for a low 
volume production PCBs assembly: Facing the currently 
technological scenario and the high development of solutions 
increasingly integrated to the conception and validation of 
mechatronics devices, the usage of toolings performed to the 
integration of flexible manufacturing cells (FMC) in a low 
production PCB assembly line in the industry become an 
indispensable option to streamline and enable the 
implementation of different architectures, thus allowing the 
reduction of project time finalization or scientific study, 
comply with the desired efficiency. The Fig. 1 shows the 
schematic of a FMC utilized in the PCB assembly industry: 

 
Flexible Manufacturing Cells (FMCs), sometimes referred as 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), are characterized by 
multiple machines (robots), with alleatory automatized 
movement of mechanical parts from and to the processing 
manufacturing stations, and the control made by a central 
computer with sofisticated command softwares. The Fig. 2 
shows the most common FMCs configurations founed in the 
literature [We, 2018]. 
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Fig.1. Schematic of a FMC utilized in the PCB industry. 
 

Furthermore, FMCs can be operated with AOI robustness 
algorithms. These algorithms, such as OCR algoritms, are 
responsible to detect defects during the bare PCBs assembling 
process, making the production more reliable and free of 
reworks or process losts because inneficient inspection. Thus, 
FMCs is a technology which is in constant evolution, and new 
technicques has been developed to integrated the production 
inspection mesh in the PCBs industries, becoming an indeed 
and novel approach [We, 2018]. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Main FMCs characteristics 

 
 

Now, the Fig. 3 shows the conventional process of PCBs 
manufacturing [Clyde, 2008]: 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. The conventional manufacturing process 

 
 

The major process flow of the low volume PCB assembly 
production is explained in the brief shown in the Fig. 4, 
according to the SMT methods [Will, 2020; Surface Mount 
Process, 2020]: 
 

 

Fig.4. The PCB assembling process flow 
 
 

Some relevant aspects to ivesting in OCR algorithms 
development for the PCBs industries: The most usual errors 
founded in the PCBs manufacturing assembly process in the 
industry can be represented by the Fig.5: 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Most usual errors founded in the PCBs manufacturing 
process: a – wrong polarity; b – missing components; c – 

misaligned components 

 
Now its suitable a briefly description about these most usual 
errors founded in the PCBs manufacturing process [Surface 
Mount Process, 2020]: 
 
 Wrong polarity: the assembling orientation of PCBs 

components is made through placement marks printed on 
the board (bare PCBs), hence in this process stage the pick 
and place operation is responsible to the electronic 
components correct polarity reading, placing them on the 
correct board position. 

 
 Missing components: missing components also are the 

root cause of many rework and scraps inside the industry. 
Thus, with an OCR technique for the correct detection 
symbology in concern to the components placement on the 
board, will avoid these components will be missing during 
the productive process. 

 
 Misaligned components: misaligned components also are 

the root cause of reworks during the PCBs assembling 
process, once the OCR techniques may detect whether 
electronic components addressing were printed in a correct 
pattern. 

 
The Fig.6 shows which stage of SMT PCBs components 
assembly process would be profitable to utilize the OCR 
algorithm: 
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Fig. 6. Pick and place SMT machine 

 

The automated robotic machines are responsible to the pick 
and place operation in a FMC, placing the SMT components in 
specific defined locations on the PCBs pads. Hence, the OCR 
algorithm proposed in this work would work as a position 
reference for these SMT components [Surface Mount Process, 
2020]. 

 
Development of OCR Algorithm in MATLAB: The 
following algorithm shows the script of the code developed in 
MATLAB for bare pre-assembled PCBs text recognition 
operation also capable to quantify the image processing time 
(seconds) for each five samples loaded into the code. In this 
algorithm, at the left side, are loaded the five main samples of 
bare PCBs containing the texts elements to be detected by the 
code. The column results indicate the number of the sample 
with detected texts in the images. There is the magnified 
sample image, which texts were detected, in the bottom of the 
GUI window. Now, upside window, there is time execution 
graphic per image, which accounts the image execution time 
while algorithm is running. Finally, the table at the right down 
side of the window shows the detected texts, image and 
classification for each five samples tested in algorithm as 
shown in the Fig. 12. 

 
Bench of Bare PCBs Samples with Character Texts: A 
bench of 5 images was composed to test the OCR algorithm of 
texts recognition developed in MATLAB, analyzing the text 
quantity into the PCBs. There are images related to various 
printed texts together with components located on the board, 
indicating values of components reference resistance, 
addressing of components, voltage and components polarity 
[Zenodo, 2020]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Bare printed text PCB sample 1. 
 

 

 
Fig.8. Bare printed text PCB sample 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Bare printed text PCB sample 3 
 

 

 
Fig. 10. Bare printed text PCB sample 4 

 

 

 
Fig.11. Bare printed text PCB sample 5. 

 

Comparison with Previous Studies and Improved GUI 
Interface Developed in MATLAB to Detect Text 
Characters on PCBs Images: Compared to the previous 
works, related in the references of this article, we can see the 
new OCR algorithm proposed to detect text characters in pre-
assembling bare PCBs samples has an optimized interface with 
loaded sample images at the left side of the algorithm screen, 
detect text results columns, magnified bare PCB sample image 
at the bottom, execution time (seconds) per image at the upper 
side of the screen, and a table at the right-down side indicating 
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the type of detected text, where is in the image and the 
classification of the detected text [Stephan, 2015
 

 

Fig. 12. GUI interface of the OCR algorithm
 

 
Fig. 13. Previous algorithm without GUI interface

 
Mathematic modeling: PCBs background estimation
this stage, for each perfect bare PCB which will be processed 
in the OCR algorithm to detect text elements on the board such 
as punctuation, digits, letter, emoji and other text character 
elements, there are captured N continuous frames for studies 
purpose. Then, is observed a level pixel vector denominated as 
I, hence at this pixel level is stocked up a number in concern to 
n samples: the summary of vector “a” observed as well as the 
crossed product summary in concern to vector “b” observed.
 

  

 

 

 

  
 
Now is necessary to initialize the OCR algorithm, and this is 
equal from 3s to 4 seconds of algorithm initialization, in a 
general average. With this perspective, is believed that a 
simple (low computational cost) but a reasonable and accurate 
final model (low false-warning) is required to clustering the 
high throughput volume expected in the bare PCBs inspection 
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text, where is in the image and the 
Stephan, 2015]. 

 

12. GUI interface of the OCR algorithm 

 

algorithm without GUI interface 

Mathematic modeling: PCBs background estimation: At 
for each perfect bare PCB which will be processed 

in the OCR algorithm to detect text elements on the board such 
as punctuation, digits, letter, emoji and other text character 
elements, there are captured N continuous frames for studies 

bserved a level pixel vector denominated as 
I, hence at this pixel level is stocked up a number in concern to 
n samples: the summary of vector “a” observed as well as the 
crossed product summary in concern to vector “b” observed. 

 (1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

Now is necessary to initialize the OCR algorithm, and this is 
equal from 3s to 4 seconds of algorithm initialization, in a 
general average. With this perspective, is believed that a 
simple (low computational cost) but a reasonable and accurate 

warning) is required to clustering the 
high throughput volume expected in the bare PCBs inspection 

using the OCR algorithm. From the sensors attached on the 
camera in the bare PCBs inspection system, the output vector 
at a pixel level is defined as the follow:
 

I = (R, G, B)  
 
Observing the Eq.(4) is possible distinguish the RGB, hence 
these separated channels are codified in a (8:8:8) ratio. Thus, 
we have 8 bits colour information for each tree channels, and 
this will became our vector which
observation. The variations in the observed vectors at the pixel 
I, is modelled in concern to 
(probability) of a pixel I belong to the background is given by, 
where f is a function: 
 

   
 

This model will be utilized to study the input vector on the 
camera sensors during the OCR algorithm running
Choosing a suitable mathematic modeling, we can to proceed 
for the description of algorithm results in concern to the 
inspection character time average for 
5 during the execution running
percentage sampling when the characters such as punctuation, 
digits, emoji, letter and other appears on the GUI interface of 
developed OCR algorithm. Results regarding
characters distribution are also described in the next section of 
this paper. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
The results appoint a minimum running
recognition in the OCR algorithm about 285ms during the 
experiment of text recognition. This can be represented by the 
Graphic 1, in the Fig. 14. This time summary is made 
automatically by the OCR algorithm, while frequencies results 
are summarized manually. The results about the efficacy 
detection precision capacity of the proposed 
also can be exposed, in the Table 1 and Graphic 2, 
respectively, showing several lines of image classification, as
well as the indication in the sample of the bare PCB image. 
Hence, it appoints an average about 90% better than the 
previous algorithms proposed in the works of [
We, 2018]. The text quantity sum
Graphic 3, as well as the text character percentage frequency 
distribution from sample 1 to sample 5 is shown in the Graphic 
4, where the sum is, respectively: 165 characters (sample 1), 
75 characters (sample 2), 151 characters (sample 3), 17 
characters (sample 4) and 30 characters (sample 5).
 

Fig.14. Graphic of the time average for the samples

Text recognition in pcbs: An object character recognition (ocr) algorithm

From the sensors attached on the 
camera in the bare PCBs inspection system, the output vector 

as the follow: 

 (4) 

Observing the Eq.(4) is possible distinguish the RGB, hence 
these separated channels are codified in a (8:8:8) ratio. Thus, 
we have 8 bits colour information for each tree channels, and 
this will became our vector which we will learn through 
observation. The variations in the observed vectors at the pixel 
, is modelled in concern to K Gaussians. Therefore, P 

(probability) of a pixel I belong to the background is given by, 

 (5) 

be utilized to study the input vector on the 
camera sensors during the OCR algorithm running-time. 
Choosing a suitable mathematic modeling, we can to proceed 
for the description of algorithm results in concern to the 
inspection character time average for the samples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
5 during the execution running-time, as well as the frequency 
percentage sampling when the characters such as punctuation, 
digits, emoji, letter and other appears on the GUI interface of 
developed OCR algorithm. Results regarding to the text 
characters distribution are also described in the next section of 

DISCUSSION 

The results appoint a minimum running-time for the PCBs text 
recognition in the OCR algorithm about 285ms during the 

gnition. This can be represented by the 
Graphic 1, in the Fig. 14. This time summary is made 
automatically by the OCR algorithm, while frequencies results 

The results about the efficacy 
detection precision capacity of the proposed OCR algorithm 
also can be exposed, in the Table 1 and Graphic 2, 
respectively, showing several lines of image classification, as 
well as the indication in the sample of the bare PCB image. 
Hence, it appoints an average about 90% better than the 

gorithms proposed in the works of [Stephan, 2015; 
The text quantity sum per sample is shown in the 

Graphic 3, as well as the text character percentage frequency 
distribution from sample 1 to sample 5 is shown in the Graphic 

respectively: 165 characters (sample 1), 
75 characters (sample 2), 151 characters (sample 3), 17 
characters (sample 4) and 30 characters (sample 5). 

 
 

he time average for the samples 

object character recognition (ocr) algorithm 



Table 1. Sample classification frequency in the OCR

 
Sample punctuation digits letters emoji

1 45 36 29 
2 28 15 12 
3 45 36 29 
4 10 3 2 
5 18 8 2 

Total 146 98 74 

 

 
Fig.15. Graphic of the OCR distributions for the samples

 
Graphic 4 show the character frequency distribution per 
sample. The Graphic 4 represents the character frequency 
distribution for sample 1 to sample 5: text characters 
components such as punctuation, digits, letters, emoji and 
others (expressed in percentage) compounds the total text 
quantity detected by the OCR algorithm. Hence, we can 
account these elements. Also can be represented the 
percentage in concern to the text distribution along the bare 
PCBs boards for the samples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 through Graphic 
5. Where the major correspondences of filled text distribution 
along the PCB board belongs to: sample 1 (41.67%), sample 3 
(35.71%), sample 2 (32.26%), sample 5 (22.22%) and sample 
4 (19.61%). The Graphic 5 in the Fig. 18 shows this 
correlation: 
 

 

Fig.16. Graphic of the text quantity sum for the samples
 

Table 2. Total character frequency percentage in the 
 

Sample Frequency Total Frequency percentage

1 146 438 33.33
2 98 22.37
3 74 16.89
4 67 15.30
5 53 12.10
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Table 1. Sample classification frequency in the OCR algorithm 

emoji other 

27 28 
11 9 
27 14 
1 1 
1 1 

67 53 

 

R distributions for the samples 

frequency distribution per 
The Graphic 4 represents the character frequency 

distribution for sample 1 to sample 5: text characters 
components such as punctuation, digits, letters, emoji and 
others (expressed in percentage) compounds the total text 
quantity detected by the OCR algorithm. Hence, we can 

Also can be represented the 
percentage in concern to the text distribution along the bare 
PCBs boards for the samples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 through Graphic 
5. Where the major correspondences of filled text distribution 

41.67%), sample 3 
(35.71%), sample 2 (32.26%), sample 5 (22.22%) and sample 
4 (19.61%). The Graphic 5 in the Fig. 18 shows this 

 

Fig.16. Graphic of the text quantity sum for the samples 

Table 2. Total character frequency percentage in the samples 

Frequency percentage 

33.33 
22.37 
16.89 
15.30 
12.10 

Fig.17. Text character sum
 
 

Fig.18. Correlation in concern to the text distribution along the PCBs
 

Fig.19. Graphic of the total character frequency percent
distribution in the samples
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Fig.17. Text character sum frequency per sample 

 
 

Fig.18. Correlation in concern to the text distribution along the PCBs 

 
 

Fig.19. Graphic of the total character frequency percentage 
distribution in the samples 
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Fig. 20. Graphic of “punctuation” character frequency 
percentage distribution in the samples 

 

 
 

Fig. 21. Graphic of “digits” character frequency percentage 
distribution in the samples 

 

Now, analyzing the Graphic 5, we can clearly notice that 
sample 1 has the major number of text elements filled along 
his board (more than 40%) and sample 4 has the minor number 
of text elements filled (less than 20%). It leads to make a 
suitable comparison with the time average for the samples: text 
elements filled on the PCBs boards are directly proportional to 
the inspection time values during the OCR running-time 
algorithm. This happens because as much as text elements are 
printed along the PCB boards, the bare board presents a 
computational time increased during the running-time 
algorithm to detect these elements, increasing in this way the 
inspection time processing of the whole system.  
 

 
 

Fig. 22. Graphic of “letters” character frequency percentage 
distribution in the samples 

 
Viewing the Graphic 1, this correspondence makes cense, 
because there is a percentage difference about 110.5% in 
relation to the inspection time of sample 1 (600ms) and sample 
4 (285ms), respectively. 

 
 

Fig. 23. Graphic of “emoji” character frequency percentage 
distribution in the samples 

 

 
 

Fig.24. Graphic of “other” character frequency percentage 
distribution in the samples 

 

Other results are in concern to the total character frequency 
percentage in the samples: viewing the Table 2 and Graphic 6, 
we can notice a major frequency percentage that text elements 
is detect on the sample 1 (33.33%) during the OCR algorithm 
running-time. In sequence, we can notice the minor frequency 
percentage (12.10%) detected on the sample 5, because there is 
less text elements printed along his board. The sum of total 
frequencies which text characters appear in the OCR algorithm 
is equal to 438 text elements detected. Thus, we can also 
represent graphically the character frequencies such as 
punctuation, digits, letters, emoji and others on the analyzed 
samples. 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this work was deduced a model commonly utilized in the 
field of image processing to represent a pattern detection 
(Object Character Recognition) of a bench composed by five 
main images (bare PCB text samples) of PCBs with several 
types of text printed in the board. Once defined the OCR 
algorithm parameters, also capable to identify the character 
symbol of those bare PCBs in the table of identification into a 
GUI window in MATLAB, the images running-time also can 
be processed. Thus, were also defined optimized 
implementation strategies to account the detected text elements 
in the OCR algorithm. 
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